• • In the Gospel of John, Tetelestai, the title of Conrad Aiken's poem, is the Greek verb for the last word of Jesus, "It is consummated".
T he opening statement of anxiety and the quest for understanding are Mr. Maurice Nouvelle's, a man who sees himself as a dinosaur, and who sees his psychiatrist, Dr. Susan Baur, as a dinosaur's daughter. Theman is quite mad, his thoughts all mixed-up, his memories a mish-mash of delusions, and he is as helpless as a child. Yet, his feelings and his suffering, as Dr. Baur explains, are utterly sane. He seeks love and esteem. He seeks to be understood and treasured. He seeks, as do Dr. Baur's other patients and as do we all, someone who would"catch the sound of our soul singing as it did before it lost its courage and its love." (2) In that search, the insane, the broken people, the dying, and all those threatened with biological and personal disintegration, join the human condition common to us all.
Over the last nine years the editorials in this journal have returned time and again to the intense suffering the dying often experience when they enter that last crisis of a total threat to their biological and personal integrity. Those experiencing the threat of disintegration, each in their own way, ask with the anonymous plaintiff against the human condition: "Time is passing ... It is getting late ... Amlnotwanted by anyone, anywhere, at all? ... Or do Ijust drift across the floor, unattached, unbound, untied tumble-weed?" Then there is an answer, a possible but by no means guaranteed answer, to those questions, the answer of Hopkins' declaration of a will to hope:
Not, I'll not, carrion comfort, Despair, not feast on thee; Not untwist -slack they may be -these last strands of man In me or, most weary, cry I can no more. I can; Can something, hope, wish day come, not choose not to be. (3) There is an uncommon strength in those lines and in that decision to hope. But how can one hope if the mind is thoroughly debilitated, trapped in the ambivalence of deep fatigue, arid beaten down by oppressive silence, the only answer heard to one's quests? Death can then seem a so comfortable darkness, a so inviting escape, as felt the simple man in Aiken's Tetelestai', the man who saw himself as one of the pieces in life's chess game, just a chess piece fallen to the floor and tumbled into the darkest corner:
... 'I am tired. I have struggled in vain, my decision was fruitless, why then do I wait? with darkness, so easy, at hand!... But tomorrow, perhaps ... I will wait and endure till tomorrow!'... Or again: 'It is dark. The decision is made. I am vanquished By terror of life. The walls mount slowly about me Incoldness.Ihad not thecourage.I was forsaken. I cried out, was answered by silence ... Teteiestai). .. (4) The authors of an article we are proud to feature in this issue of the Journal, the article on Suffering and its Relationship to Pain, emphasize that suffering involves a perceived threat to the integrity of the self, helplessness in the face of that threat, and exhaustion of psychosocial and personal resources for coping (5) . I read their article as a response to a question I asked in this Journal seven years ago when I discussed the tension between two kinds of excellence in palliative care: the excellence expressed in the effective relief of pain and the excellence expressed in the ability to read and respond to the messages and quests between the unwritten lines of each patient's biography, the place where unique and personal suffering is so often found. I asked whether the integrity of persons can be maintained or restored when irreversible illness threatens one with biological and personal disintegration. Helping persons hold together when everything in life seems to be falling apart would, I observed, surely be a privileged dimension of excellence in palliative care. I asked whether this excellence can be achieved, and would it consist in learning to manage suffering somewhat as palliative care specialists are learning to control pain and symptoms (6) . Doctors Chapman and Gavrin identify some of the biological links between pain and suffering without reducing either to the other. The power of the Chapman-Gavrin analysis of the biology of suffering is that it transcends a brain-mind, bodyperson duality. G.M. Hopkins' will to hope, the will "not to untwist -slack they may be -these last strands of man in me", is not the achievement of pure spirit independent of underlying conditions in body and brain. The relentlessness of pain, symptom distress, and other causes of stress -a cardinal feature of suffering in the Chapman-Gavrinanalysis-candrivea terminally ill person from coping, courage, and integration to chaos and hopelessness (7) . The goal of understanding the biological links between pain and suffering, and of understanding the links between brain and mind, is to address suffering proactively; to prevent that biologically relentless onslaught of pain and stress that can drive a dying person from control to chaos (8) .
The Chapman-Gavrin study directs doctors, nurses, and other palliative care professionals to focus their scientific and clinical attention on the full particularity of dying people, on their unique and often incomparable kinds of pain, discomfort, distress, insomnia, fatigue, anxiety, joys, sorrows, and other component experiences of a genuinely human life.Two patients with similar tissue trauma may, as our authors observe, experience altogether different patterns of pain, and the same patient may respond in the most varied of ways at different times to the apparently same cause of pain (9) .
Personalized proactive palliative care can help to hold the dying back from slipping into that depersonalizing experience of sensing that one is nothing more than an untied sequence of mo-ments signaling little more than one's impending disappearance. Unrelenting pain and distress can bind a dying person's consciousness to the fragmenting moment-after-moment passage of her own time. A dying person's time and strength, when fragmented in this way, cannot be used for anything else. It cannot be integrated into a unique expression of gratitude, forgiveness, promise, peace, or hope, acts that can bind a dying person together and to someone else (10) .
The great efforts of palliative medicine and palliative care to control pain and manage symptoms, in the light of the Chapman-Gavrin analysis of the biological links between pain and suffering, serve the deeper existential purpose of freeing a dying person's time and strength. For what purpose? To catch the sound of their spirit singing as it once did, perhaps far back in the past, when time was packed with promise and memories were for the future.
